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COMMENTARY
E ur o pe i n t he midd le
Tensions between Ukraine and Russia over gas prices should
quieten down after the two nations signed a deal on Monday
to resume the ﬂow of gas from Russia back into Europe. EU
monitors were deployed to aid the return of the gas ﬂow after
Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin said that the Russian
Gazprom could not aﬀord to delay an end to the bitter gas dispute with Ukraine for much longer. He admitted Gazprom had
suﬀered losses of €544m since supplies to Europe were shut oﬀ
this month.

Photo: www.ﬂickr.com

This conﬂict over gas prices may in fact be a result of a deeper
problem between the two nations due to Ukraine’s dealings with

This Ukrainian tactic of putting pressure on relations between

Washington over Nato entry and the placement of an anti-de-

Russia and the West may leave Europe needing to tread care-

fence shield near the Russian border. Ukraine’s escalation of ten-

fully in the future to ensure continuing good relations with both

sions with Russia over gas prices is directly at odds with Europe

parties.

as most of Europe’s gas comes from Siberia through Ukraine.

By John Clulow
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AN IMPROVED APPROACH
Corporate reports can all too often make for disappointing reading, giving little away and raising precious
little enthusiasm. A bolder and braver approach to communicating your ﬁnances could inspire shareholders with your corporate strategy.
by Alexander Fleischer

T

he issue of reporting is rising

1. Many annual reports, including those that are otherwise excel-

back up the corporate agenda.

lent, have reached the limits of what is physically possible. Who

With corporate reports increas-

wants to lug round a report the size of a large phone book?

ingly recognised as a key repu-

Another facet of the problem is that some companies publish not

tation management tool, this

just one, but a collection of reports. This is one of the reasons why

development is an opportunity

PricewaterhouseCoopers’ (PwC) research runs under the banner

for corporate communication. But communications managers

of ‘corporate reporting’ rather than ‘annual reports’. The focus is

will have to think outside the box, learn about the new options

not on the report itself, but on how organisations go about achiev-

that are available, and give clear signals within the organisa-

ing the goal of corporate reporting in the broadest sense.

tion that they are qualiﬁed and willing to take responsibility

2. At his speech to the awards ceremony, the head of the design

for corporate reporting in its entirety. Suddenly, reporting is

jury had more criticism than praise for the competition reports.

interesting again. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said of the

Designs were tidy but uncontroversial, designed to please rather

reports themselves which, despite highly professional produc-

than challenge, and although they clearly had an intellectual basis

tion standards, all too often disappoint readers. But let’s take

they lacked courage and failed to make any clear statement.

one thing at a time. For a number of years, the HarbourClub, of

3. On the face of it, the second jury, responsible for rating con-

which I am president, has supported the Swiss Annual Reports

tent, was fairly satisﬁed with the reports on offer. But, reading

Rating, and this year organised the jury and presentation of

between the lines, it was also critical: while value reporting is

the rating awards for the ﬁrst time. This year saw a substantial

generally well established and implemented diligently, there is still

increase in the number of participants at the award ceremony.

little visible evidence of the intellectual conviction underlying the

And signiﬁcantly, in the ten days leading up to the award cer-

framework.

emony, two other events concerning annual reports were held in
German-speaking Switzerland alone.

What characterises this conviction? Firstly, it is the realisation that the aim of reporting should be to give the various

SIZE, DESIGN AND VALUE: THE STUMBLING BLOCKS In

stakeholders information that helps them get a realistic picture

practice, annual reports struggle to match the growing interest in

of the company, its performance and its potential. Secondly, it

reporting. The Swiss Annual Reports Rating revealed three main

is about presenting this in a user-friendly form: easy to access,

areas that need to be addressed:

understand, compare and recycle.
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UNDERSTANDING THE NEEDS OF STAKEHOLDERS Many
stakeholders share an active interest in corporate reporting: companies, governments, customers, employees, credit rating agencies,

January 2009

Suddenly, reporting is interesting again;
unfortunately, the same cannot be said of the
reports themselves.

academics, the media, and so on. However, among all stakeholders,
the investment community stands out. These are the individuals who

An analyst in one of the PwC surveys sums it up: “Improved trans-

most closely read and analyse corporate reports. They are the hun-

parency will be rewarded.”

griest for information and, in many respects, the most demanding.
For more than a decade, PwC has been asking ﬁnancial analysts and

COMPLETE INFORMATION Even so, demonstrating a direct

institutional investors what information really matters to them (‘Cor-

relationship between greater transparency and improved share price

porate reporting: a time for reﬂection’, PwC 2006; ‘Investor relations

performance is the ultimate challenge for individuals working in cor-

and corporate reporting at listed companies in Switzerland’, PwC/

porate reporting. Unfortunately, so many variables – including exter-

Kirchhoﬀ Consult 2006; ‘Corporate reporting: is it what investment

nal inﬂuences in the marketplace, industry trends, and the start date

professionals expect?’ PwC 2007). Our research and insights focus

for any analysis – render this analysis extremely diﬃcult. To test the

on two broad headings: 1) rethinking the ﬁnancials to provide greater

hypothesis that a company could reap rewards from more expansive,

clarity and granularity on critical elements of the ﬁnancial reporting

context-rich reporting, the PwC network sought the participation of

model; 2) modelling the future by providing contextual information

Coloplast, a Danish company that has won awards for the quality of

that allows investors to assess the quality and sustainability of future

its presentation of corporate performance.

cash ﬂows. The surveys consistently reveal a huge appetite for the in-

The outcome of the ‘Coloplast Experiment’ proved quite interest-

formation that management uses to manage and steer the company.

ing. The analysts given Coloplast’s original, information-rich report

Over the years, nothing – including tighter rules from the standard

actually forecast lower revenues and earnings than analysts who used

setters and regulators and the corporate world’s growing awareness of

a sober, ﬁnancially-based, regulatory-compliant version. Hypothesis

transparency – has altered these ﬁndings. For instance, there is a call

disproved? Not really. Despite the lower forecasts, 60 per cent of the

for more diﬀerentiated reporting on the speciﬁc sources of revenues

analysts with more complete information recommended buying the

and earnings, segment reporting, detailed breakdowns of costs, and

stock. By contrast, nearly 80 per cent of the analysts with less com-

revaluations of assets and liabilities. Investors also value summary

plete information recommended selling the stock. This means that

earnings numbers such as Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Deprecia-

corporate reports are more likely to generate rewards in the capital

tion and Amortisation. On the qualitative side, three speciﬁc factors
are viewed as key by investors: long-term strategy, management’s ability to implement strategy eﬀectively, and comprehensive disclosure.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Reporting: getting it right

TRANSPARENCY AND IMPROVED SHARE PRICE The more
the reporting model enables investment professionals to assess the
quality and sustainability of a company’s earnings, the greater investors’ conﬁdence in their forecasts of future returns will be. If the perceived risk lessens, so do the returns that investors demand on the
capital entrusted to management and, hence, the cost of capital falls.

Annual reports need to be bolder and show intellectual conviction.
Establishing a relationship between increased transparency and improved
share price is a huge challenge for corporate communicators.
Readers of the report should be able to visualise links between strategy and
areas such as employees, environment and corporate performance.
Clear measurability of ﬁndings helps analysts better predict share prices.
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markets if the reader can visualise a link between strategy and ar-

more relevant and informative. Under the heading ‘Eﬀective com-

eas such as employees, the environment and corporate performance.

munication’, the authors analyse what the problem is, what investors

The message to companies that fail to communicate contextual and

want, and what has been proven to work in terms of the structure of

non-ﬁnancial information in a credible and well structured fashion is

the report, messaging and navigation. I believe the second challenge

that although analytical investment models may be ﬁnancially driven,

for communications chiefs, the strategic component, lies in corporate

conﬁdence in their use increases when there is greater access to more

reporting’s role as an important reputation management tool. By its

contextual and non-ﬁnancial information. Critically, investors need a

nature, reputation management is geared to the long term, so it con-

good understanding of both historical and likely future performance

stitutes an additional challenge in terms of corporate reporting. Man-

if they are to properly assess and value a company. The reality, how-

aging reputation is not about last year and next year, but about the

ever, is that the needs and expectations of this key group of stakehold-

identity of the company, the way it goes down in corporate history,

ers are often not adequately reﬂected in either corporate reporting or

and ultimately about the narrative presented to stakeholders to bring

the ﬁnancial requirements that govern it. It is clear that signiﬁcant

identity and image into harmony. And because corporate reporting

steps can be taken immediately – without waiting for direction from

is addressed to so many diﬀerent audiences, it plays a fundamental

standard setters or regulators. The ﬁndings of our research help to

role in reinforcing and condensing the diﬀerent images into a solid

point the way toward a 21st century reporting framework that better

corporate reputation.

meets the needs of global capital markets.

TIME FOR COLLABORATION According to a study entitled

WHERE DOES CORPORATE COMMUNICATION FIT IN? Despite all the ﬁnancial issues in corporate reporting, the main challenge is still one of communications. For me, the challenge faced by
communications people is twofold, with both a technical and a strategic component. The technical challenge boils down to questions such
as how can we make corporate reporting more relevant for our various
audiences? How do we make information easier to access and handle?
How do we make this information understandable and digestible?
These questions are familiar from other areas of corporate communication, especially internal communication.
Here too, useful research is available, which, although not tailored

‘The future of corporate reporting’ published this autumn by the
University of St. Gallen and Trimedia Communications, the majority of investors and analysts do not believe it makes sense to divide
the annual report into a number of individual reports. It is not clear
whether they are sceptical about the idea of more than one report,
or about the idea of dividing up reporting per se. Whatever the case,
this is a challenge for communications oﬃcers. The CFO, investor relations and other people involved in the reporting process rely
on communications specialists to ﬁnd the right communication approach to meeting the needs of stakeholders. One thing is certain: it
will be a new approach.

speciﬁcally to communications professionals, provides some interest-

STORYTELLER

ing insights. PwC is co-initiator of ‘Report leadership – tomorrow’s
reporting today’, a project designed to question the prevailing think-
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This article is published in the latest issue of Communication Director, “Facts and Figures: uilding trust through
ﬁnancial communications.” Alexander Fleischer is Head
of Marketing & Communication at PricewaterhouseCoopers in Switzerland. Since 2004, he has been president of
HarbourClub: Chief Communications Ofﬁcers, an association that offers its members, Swiss chief communications
ofﬁcers, a platform for sharing personal experience.

23.02.2007 14:59:15 Uhr
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Recent Appointments from the World of Communications / January 2009

Germany: Skogstad replaces Dopychai at Deutsche Post World Net
Silje Skogstad

(Head, External Communication)

Institution: Deutsche Post
World Net
Start: January 01

SILJE SKOGSTAD is the new Head of External Communications at Deutsche Post World
Net. She replaces Martin Dopychai, who takes a vocational break and who will return in the
middle of the year to take on a new role within the company. In her new position, Skopgstad
is responsible for all national and international press and public relations activities, and reports
to Manfred Harnischfeger, Director of Corporate Communication.

France: New communications role for Le Roux at BNP Paribas
Rosane Le Roux
(Director, Global Comms)
Institution: BNP Paribas Immobilier
Start: November 2008

ROSANE LE ROUX has been named as Director of Global Communications at BNP Paribas
Immobilier, the real estate division of the French ﬁnancial services group. In this position, she
is responsible for deﬁning, developing and executing the communications strategy along with
Catherine Papillon, who adds to her role as Director of French Communications the task of
Co-Director of Global Communications.

Germany: Klaas appointed to lead comms at GM/Opel Germany
Frank Klaas
(GD, Corporate and German
Communications)
Institution: GM/Opel Germany
Start: January 01

FRANK KLAAS has been appointed as the new General Director of Corporate and German
Communications at GM/Opel Germany, effective January. He was previously Head of GM’s
Corproate communications in Zürich. His predecessor, Joe Jacuzzi, moves to GM operations
in the US. In this new position, Klaas reports directly to J. Christopher Preuss, Vice President
of GM Europe Communications.

Spain: Elortegui conﬁrmed as comms director at Real Madrid
Alexander Elortegui

(Director of Communications)
Institution: Real Madrid
Start: January 08

It has been conﬁrmed that ALEXANDER ELORTEGUI, who was previously Director General
of Progresses publishers, is to become the new Director of Communications at Real Madrid
football club. His appointment ends months of speculation, as he replaces Fernando Nadal who
left last July. Ertoegui will report to the General Directorship of the President’s Ofﬁce, run by
Miguel Angel Árroyo.
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Recent Appointments from the World of Communications / January 2009

UK: Parsons moves from the BBC to the BOA
Adam Parsons

(Director, Communications &
Public Affairs)
Institution: BOA
Start: January 01

It has been announced that ADAM PARSONS has taken on the position of Director of Communications and Public Affairs for The British Olympic Association (BOA). He was previously
Sports Correspondent and presenter for BBC News. Prior to joining the BBC, Parsons was
Sports Editor of the Sunday Business newspaper, and before that Motor Racing Correspondent
of The Sunday Times.

UK: New communications appointment for Jonathan Ray
Jonathan Ray

(Head of Communications)

Institution: The Russell Group of
Universities

JONATHAN RAY has joined The Russell Group of Universities – which includes Oxford,
Cambridge and the London School of Economics - as its inaugural Head of Communications.
Ray will be based at the group’s London headquarters, and reports directly to Russell Group
DG, Dr Wendy Piatt. He joins The Russell Group from The University of Nottingham, where
he worked as Director of Public Affairs and Communications from 2005 until 2008.

Start: January 05

Germany: Schröder to communicate for Reemtsma
Svea Milena Schröder
(Head Spokeperson)

Institution: Reemtsma
Start: January 01

SVEA MILENA SCHRÖDER is the new Head Spokeperson for the Reemtsma tobacco ﬁrm,
based in Hamburg. In this function, she will be responsible for all media communications and
the coordination and development of internal and external communications strategies. She will
report to Sebastian Blohm, Head of Communications and Public Affairs. Previously, Schröder
was based in Singapore as Head OF PR Asia Paciﬁc for the solar energy company Conergy.

France: Pams to direct communications for Le Cente Pompidou
Françoise Pams
(Director of Communications)
Institution: Le Centre Pompidou
Start: December 20

FRANÇOISE PAMS, previously Director of Communications for France‘s Union of National
Museums, is the new Director of Communication at the Parisian cultural centre, Le Centre
Pompidou, effective mid-December last year. She succeeds Laurent Clépin, who left the position at the end of October. Prior to her previous role, Pams was Director of Communications
at the Ministry for Culture and Communication.

Belgium: Obenaus as new Head of Communications at UNIFE
Max Obenaus
(Head of Communications)
Institution: UNIFE
Start: December 20

MAX OBENAUS has been appointed Head of Communications at UNIFE, the European Rail
Industry. Obenaus moves from his position at Helios Media publishing house, where he headed
the group’s Brussels ofﬁce. While there, he helped establish European Agenda magazine as a
major presence on the Brussels media scene. He began his career as an Editor at Deutsche
Welle TV in Berlin. He has also worked as a freelance writer, publishing articles on the politics
and cultural life of the German capital.
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EVENTS

28.01.2009 – 01.02.2009

World Economic Forum 2009: Shaping the Post-Crisis World
The current global economic crisis will substantially change the economic, business and political
landscape of the future. Companies and governments are being forced to review their basic assumptions and rethink key strategies in light of the global transformation that is taking place. To
this end, we have restructured the World Economic Forum Annual Meeting 2009 under the new
theme Shaping the Post-Crisis World.
Davos,
Switzerland

More

22.01.2009 – 23.01.2009

27.01.2009

29.01.2009 – 30.01.2009

Ways to rebuild the European
Social Market Economy

Communicating Europe in
Partnership

CEE Telecoms 2009

The conference, titled
„Rien ne va plus?“ looks
at ways to rebuild the
European social market
economy after the crash
of „Casino Capitalism“.
It is jointly organised by
the ETUC

European Economic and Social Committee,
More
Brussels

“Communicating Europe in Partnership – Beyond borders and cultures” provides a platform for the exchange
of best practice in the
area of communication
and information on policy contents to ensure
more effective cooperation between civil
society organisations and all European institutions.
More
EESC, Brussels

This conference will
offer an informative
insight into the Central Eastern Europe
region, covering regulatory developments,
major players in the
ﬁxed-line, broadband,
convergence and mobile markets and the development of new
product,
CEE, Bucharest

More

21.01.2009 – 22.01.2009

7th Annual HR Directors Business Summit
The HR Directors Business Summit 2009 brings together the brightest and best HR talent
from across Europe. Continuing from last year’s conference, the summit promises to showcases
Europe’s HR experts debating the latest ideas, issues and innovations.
The event will cover Employee beneﬁts, incentives and rewards; European and Global HR
strategies; HR strategy and models; Human capital management and measurement; Legal HR;
Outsourcing and shared services; Performance management; Recruitment and retention; Talent
management and employee engagement; Training, coaching, learning and development.

Photo: www.ﬂickr.com

World Trade Group (WTG),
Birmingham, UK

More

20.01.2009

21.01.2009

21.01.2009 – 23.01.2009

Employee Beneﬁts Focus Day
2009

Smart Metering for Europe

2009 European Business Ethics
Forum

Employee Beneﬁts 2009
focuses upon the strategies of benefits and
rewards to motivate, retain and to engage fully
with employees. It investigates the current challenges faced by Reward
and Beneﬁts Managers
and HR Directors when implementing and
communicating successful plans.
World Trade Group,
More
Birmingham, UK

The European Union has
set itself ambitious targets for the year 2020:
to reduce the output
of greenhouse gases by
20%, to improve energy
efﬁciency by 20% and to
increase the percentage
of renewable energy by
20%. To achieve this, the development of
Smart Metering systems is essential.
ESMIG,
More
Brussels

This conference brings
together those responsible for their
organisation’s business
ethics and compliance
programmes, allowing
them to share practical
information and experiences relating to current
best practices and explore some of the
problems raised in doing business ethically.
EBE Forum,
More
Paris
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